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Introduction
For many years Albuquerque’s International District (formerly 
known as the ‘War Zone’) was defined by crime, poverty, drugs 
and violence. Residents and community leaders and organizers 
believe that these challenges can be overcome by the real and 
potential assets of the neighborhood and its people. They have 
actively worked to transform the district into a new reality with a 
new image.

With the intent to help build community capacity and commu-
nity pride in Albuquerque’s International District through arts 
engagement, community-based design, and the development 
of a community plaza/story garden, the City of Albuquerque 
partnered with the UNM School of Architecture and Planning 
(SA•P), , Littleglobe, the Story of Place Institute, the Albuquer-
que Metropolitan Arroyo and Flood Control Authority (AMAF-
CA) and Bernalillo County. The City of Albuquerque Cultural 
Services Department tooki the lead in coordinating the project.

 In the first phase of the project, Littleglobe facilitated a com-
munity arts engagement process with 5 professional artists 
collaborating with 50-80 community members over a period of 
7 months. At the same time, the Story of Place Institute (SoPI) 
created a document  of  stories of the International District us-
ing archival documents, field research, and in-depth interviews. 

In the second phase of the project, the UNM School of Architec-
ture and Planning went through a process of designing a ‘Story 
Plaza’ for the International District. In the initial design stage, 
general concepts for the Story Plaza were developed for two al-
ternative sites with faculty and graduate student assistants from 
the School of Architecture + Planning along with internationally 
known guest artist Buster Simpson. The idea of the ‘Story Plaza’ 
is to create a place that celebrates the unique community of 
the International District and represents the neighborhood as 
an inspiring portrait of people and place. Residents and visitors 
will enjoy a vibrant and beautiful gathering space that encour-
ages fellowship and understanding, and serves as a hub for the 
district.

The final selection of a site was ultimately influenced by AMAF-
CA’s need for temporary water storage, and the CABQ Libraries 
need for a site to construct a new library in the International 
District. The site that fulfilled the criteria for the project is a two 
square block piece of land on the North side of Central Avenue 
between San Pablo Street and Charlston Street, currently the 
site of the Caravan East nightclub.
 
In the next design stage second year graduate Landscape 
Architecture students focused on the Caravan site for one of 
their studio projects in Spring 2016.  Nineteen different site 
design proposals were generated in the studio with the prima-
ry site elements being the Story Plaza, the new 25,000 square 
foot library with parking, and a storm water detention basin 
with a capacity of approximately 20 acre feet. At the end of this 
process a jury of eight people from the City of Albuquerque 
(Cultural Services, Planning and Libraries), AMAFCA and Littleg-
lobe selected two of the projects for further development. The 
nineteen designs are shown in the appendix of this document.

For the final phase the project principal investigators worked 
with four graduate Landscape Architecture students during the 
summer of 2016 to further develop the two selected designs. 
These two projects are the focus of this report.
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The International District 

Neighborhoods in the International District 
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Overall zoning patterns
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 LA 508 ∙ March 30, 2016 ∙ DPAC ∙ Surrounding Neighborhood ∙ International District ∙ Mo Convery, Whitney Phelan (Kraner) ∙ Bonnie Strange

Los Altos Golf Course

Trumbull Childrens Park

Trumbull Park

Mesa Verde Park

Phil Chacon ParkJohn Carillo ParkWilson Park

Fox Memorial Park

Public Parks in the International District 
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The Site
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Land Use in the Area
Around the Site

Zoning in the Area 
Around the Site
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Lot 1: 97,150 Sq. Ft
Lot 2: 112,308 Sq. Ft
Road: 11,648 Sq. Ft

TOTAL= 221,106 Sq. Ft.

Site Area

EtC - Embudo Tijeras Complex
Sand 77%
Silt 14.7%
Clay 8.3%
pH 8.2

MWA - Madurez-Wink Association
Sand 67.4%
Silt 15%
Clay 17.6%
pH 8.4

Soils
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Topography
2’ contour interval
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Character
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Initial Design Stage
Design Charrette

International District Story Garden Plaza    Preliminary Design Concept

Site Plan

In the initial Design Stage a 5 day design charrette focused 
on preliminary ideas for two sites that had been identifi ed 
as potential locations for the story plaza. At the time the two 

primary program components were the story plaza and a com-
ponent that would address AMFCA’s needs and opportunities.
The library had not yet been identifi ed as a partner. The two 
sites were a two square block area on Central Avenue between 
Grove and Charlston streets (the current home of the Caravan 
East nightclub), and  a site on the South-West corner of Central 
and San Pedro. 

Caravan East Site
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Central - San Pedro Site
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Program 
Story Plaza
This part of the program needs to be well integrated into the 
site layout and can occupy more than one area.  The space 
should be flexible to accommodate a variety of activity types 
including performance, festival gatherings, markets, food trucks 
and celebrations.  It should incorporate elements that reflect 
and celebrate diversity, unity, identity fellowship and commu-
nity. Its presence should be felt on Central Avenue and should 
help to give strong identity to the site. 

International District Library
The regional library is to be a 25,000 square foot building. In 
addition to traditional library functions, the facility is to be an 
important community resource, with varied programming and 
events for people of all ages. Entries/exits should be limited, 
and good oversight/visibility within the building is important.  
There should be 100-110 parking spaces provided.
NOTE: This study is focused on a site design. A detailed space 
planning/programming/design for the library building was not a 
part of this process. 

Storm Water Detention Basin
The need for 400 acre feet of temporary water storage in the 
International District region will be spread out among several 
sites. On this site the basin will receive water from the Dallas 
storm drain, one block to the East.  The inlet from the   Dallas 
storm drain would enter the site at 25’ below grade. 
Based on the available space on the site the design goal is to 
accommodate around 20 acre feet of temporary storage.
The goal is to create a basin landscape that is accessible to the 
public, and that can incorporate multiple uses.

Project Selection
The jury that selected the two projects for further development 
represented the interests of the three programmatic elements 
that are incorporated in the site design. After reviewing all nine-
teen projects the ones identified in the semi-finalist group were 
discussed and debated relative to how well they achieved the 
needs of each of the site programs, and how well they integrat-
ed all three.

The two final  project selections are shown on the following 
pages, with brief comments about what aspects the jury found 
to be compelling.

Design Issues
The program for the 5 acre site requires a careful organization 
of elements. In order to accommodate 20 acre feet of storage 
in the detention basin we need to occupy approximately 2.5 
acres of the site. The inlet/outlet from the Dallas storm drain 
enters the site at 25 feet below grade. The challenge with this is 
to design a basin landscape to that depth that is accessible to 
people and that has character.  While a ‘hole in the ground’ is 
more efficient for the water storage needs, it is not effective in 
making the basin a ‘place’ within this site that interacts with the 
other site spaces and invites human engagement.

The library building footprint will occupy .6 acres, and parking 
will require 1 acre. This leaves approximately .9 acres for the 
story plaza and other circulation as required. While the basin 
serves as temporary water storage, the multi-use approach 
means that some or all of it can also be a part of the story plaza.

Final Design Stage
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In the design above by Jeremy Gwin the jury commented on 
the strong relationships among the site elements. The library 
building has a presence on Central Avenue and is juxtaposed 
with the basin by extending out over it. The covered walkway 
references the former street and provides a continuous shaded 

space that extends through and connects all parts of the site. 
The active spaces in the basin, a basketball court and a perfor-
mance stage, bring people into the basin landscape and con-
nect it effectively with the site.
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unfold + transform       Bonnie Strange              May 11, 2016             DPAC studio

The International District is home to over 47 different 
cultures, some still undocumented. People leave their 
home and come to Albuquerque for many reasons; a truly 
commendable feat. To pack up everything you own to live in 
an unfamiliar climate with unfamiliar voices is difficult. This 
design represents unfolding; unpacking luggage and learning 
about different cultures. It involves transformation in terms 
of becoming a human sponge and a creasing topography that 
dissolves stormwater issues in the International District. 

The plan is simple: One 25,000 square foot library, 105 
parking spaces (mostly on-street), an open story plaza with 
varying planters incorporating seat benches and sloped walls 
for sitting or reclining, and a 25 acre foot park which can 
retain a 100 year flood in the district but also act as a multi-
level quiet reading zone and large event space. 

high desert meadow

high desert 
wildflowers

drought + wet 
tolerant pollinator 
meadow

sod reading lawn

story plaza planters. 
See detail C-C’

existing bus 
stop

Route 66 sculpture. 
See detail D-D’

A

A’

B

B’

C+D

C’+D

Accessible ramp 
to quiet reading + 
“crease” zone

25,000 square foot library

Parking for 105 vehicles 
and bus access

story plaza

AMAFCA truck 
cleanout access + 
strolling boulevard

Scale: 1”=30’-0”

In the design above by Bonnie Strange the committee noted 
the interesting confi guration of the detention basin, and the op-
portunity to experience the basin landscape as a ‘journey’. The 
space along and fronting Central Avenue is an opportunity for 

extending the plaza space and telling the stories of the District.  
The Jury also commented on the strong presence of the library 
building on Central Avenue and that the building footprint pro-
vides an effective enclosure of space that could become a part 
of the plaza.
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Site Proposal 1
In this design the primary organizing element is the long cov-
ered walkway, or pergola, situated along the former road, and 
is the spine, or armature, to which all spaces on the site are 
connected.

Original Design by Jeremy Gwin
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Site Grading
The slopes into the basin are relatively gentle and accessible, 
at ratios of between 1:12 and 1:10 down to the lower, active 
areas. In order to maximize the usable and accessible area on 
the slope, retaining and terracing is used on the North, East and 
South sides.

Site Design 
The story plaza is a large open space that can accommodate 
a variety of events, as well as a shaded seating area under a 
bosque of trees on the north end.  Vegetated seating walls 
wrap the north and west ends of the plaza and act as a buffer 
between pedestrian and vehicular zones.  The seating wall in-
corporates metal grid story panels where community members 
can mount changing installations representing their stories and 
cultures.  For larger events the plaza can extend out on either 
side into the detention basin and parking plaza.
The art plaza along Central Avenue is designed with colored 
columns on a grid to represent symbolically both unity and di-
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versity in the international district.  The LEDs embedded in the 
columns bring life to the night landscape and provide a strong 
presence for the site along Central Avenue.
The detention basin is an active space that includes a gently 
sloping plane leading down to a basketball court and a perfor-
mance stage.  The north side has a stage for cultural expres-
sion through performance, with extended seating on the tree 
covered grass slope.  The south slope incorporates vegetation 
zones and colored wall striping that mark storm water levels.  
The slope is planted with a grass and wildflower mix that is 

mowed to create changing paths throughout the year. A bas-
ketball court is at the bottom, and the inlet/outlet structure is 
located at the South East corner.
The library’s second story reading lounge and rooftop patio, 
all accessible by an open ramp system, extend over the site’s 
central walkway and the detention basin, allowing for views to 
the mountains.  The main entry to the library, located on the 
building’s north side, is accessible from the parking lot and the 
story plaza. 
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Looking towards the library build-
ing from the plaza

Looking into the bosque of trees at 
the north end of the plaza
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Looking into the plaza from the 
edge of the pergola showing the 
panels along the west edge to be 
used for rotating installations

Looking to the north east into the 
plaza towards the bosque
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Looking down into the plaza from 
the roof terrace

Looking towards the library build-
ing from under the pergola
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Walking west along Central looking 
towards the column forest

The column forest at night with 
LEDs
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Walking west along Central looking 
towards the library

Looking south towards the bas-
ketball court at the bottom of the 
basin
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Looking from the bottom of the ba-
sin in front of the stage up towards 
the library

Looking down into the bottom of 
the basin from the sidewalk along 
Chico Road
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The roof terrace

Aerial view looking North-West
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East-West section looking South

North-South section looking West
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Site Proposal 2
In this design the primary organizing element is a geometry that  
interlocks the different zones, allowing the journey  through the 
site to unfold

Original Design by Bonnie Strange
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Site Grading
The complex grading in the basin enables a series of paths and 
layers. The walking slopes down into and along the basin edges 
are relatively gentle and accessible. Landings and seating areas 
punctuate the gradient. The diversity of the journey is enhanced 
by slopes that range from steep retained areas to gentle drops.
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Site Design 
The story plaza area is a large open space that can accommodate a 
variety of events, including markets, festivals and performances.  A 
shaded seating area with seating walls and trees lines the north side of 
the plaza. Gridded metal story panels act as installation surfaces where 
community members can mount changing expressions of their stories 
and cultures.  The plaza also extends along Central Avenue where 
quotes from residents of the district are etched into lit steel panels. 
Stripes in the paving with surface lights lead into the main plaza area.  

The detention basin is accessible, and experienced as a journey 
though different planting textures and art installations as the geometry 
‘unfolds’ itself. It is a passive space for strolling along pathways, view-
ing and sitting. The bottom of the basin is the quiet center. The inlet/
outlet structure is also located in this space.
The L-shaped one story library, with a presence on Central Avenue,  
embraces the main plaza area, which leads into the art park basin.
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Looking into the plaza

Looking to the East from in the 
plaza towards the end wall that 
contains the space. The wall has 
a map of the world etched into it 
with origins of the various resident 
groups in the district identified
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Walking East along Central looking 
at a story panel

Walking West on Central towards 
the library entry
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Walking East on Central along the 
Central Avenue plaza. The bus 
stop has been moved closer to the 
library entry

Night view looking West on the 
Central Avenue plaza showing 
pavement lights and lit story panels
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Looking East along the Chico Road 
pedestrian way

Walking West on the Chico Avenue 
pedestrian way with bike racks to 
the left and angle parking along 
Chico to the right
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Walking West on Central Avenue 
beside the basin and towards the 
library

Looking west along Charlston 
Street and to the corner pathway 
leading down into the basin
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In the basin sculpture garden look-
ing towards the library

Walking into the basin sculpture 
garden from the corner of Central 
and Charlston
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Tall grass meadow with wildflow-
er meadow in the distance, in the 
basin sculpture garden

Walking down into the basin sculp-
ture garden
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Looking South-East over the site 
from the library terrace

Aerial view to the South-East
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East-West section looking South

North-South section looking West 

subsurface rain water cisterns
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Conclusion
In both proposals the three main programmatic spaces have a 
robust and meaningful presence, and are spatially integrated. 
The plaza, in both cases, is a flexible space that can accommo-
date a variety of uses, and also extends out onto Central Ave-
nue to present a strong identity for the site. 

In proposal 1 the basin  landscape is an active space, with a per-
formance stage and a basketball court drawing users down to 
the lower plane of the basin.

In proposal 2 the basin landscape is a passive space incorporat-
ing textured planting zones and art installations to be discov-
ered as one journeys through the space.

Because of its size and location along Central Avenue the Car-
avan East site is an ideal location for the development of this 
project.
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Appendix
Nineteen projects from students in Landscape 

Architecture Design Studio LA 508
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unfold + transform       Bonnie Strange              May 11, 2016             DPAC studio

The International District is home to over 47 different 
cultures, some still undocumented. People leave their 
home and come to Albuquerque for many reasons; a truly 
commendable feat. To pack up everything you own to live in 
an unfamiliar climate with unfamiliar voices is difficult. This 
design represents unfolding; unpacking luggage and learning 
about different cultures. It involves transformation in terms 
of becoming a human sponge and a creasing topography that 
dissolves stormwater issues in the International District. 

The plan is simple: One 25,000 square foot library, 105 
parking spaces (mostly on-street), an open story plaza with 
varying planters incorporating seat benches and sloped walls 
for sitting or reclining, and a 25 acre foot park which can 
retain a 100 year flood in the district but also act as a multi-
level quiet reading zone and large event space. 

high desert meadow

high desert 
wildflowers

drought + wet 
tolerant pollinator 
meadow

sod reading lawn

story plaza planters. 
See detail C-C’

existing bus 
stop

Route 66 sculpture. 
See detail D-D’

A

A’

B

B’

C+D

C’+D

Accessible ramp 
to quiet reading + 
“crease” zone

25,000 square foot library

Parking for 105 vehicles 
and bus access

story plaza

AMAFCA truck 
cleanout access + 
strolling boulevard

Scale: 1”=30’-0” Bonnie Strange
Landscape Architecture

Jeremy Gwin 
Landscape Architecture
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N1/32” = 1’

CARAVAN EAST: a multi purpose site design LA508 Spring 2016 Dylan Goyer

parti

bassalt cli�

University of British 
Columbia, PFS Studio

parti

Detention Pond Grading 
and Pathways

inletaccess ramp

Dylan Goyer
Landscape Architecture

Satya Rakurty
Landscape Architecture
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CARAVAN EAST: a multi purpose site design LA 508 Spring 2016 Jiangchen Zhu

The site is at Caravan East which is in the International District. The proposal is 
designing a library, a story plaza and a detention pond, and each function has 
specific requirement. I start with the function of the Library. I try to design some 
outdoor reading spaces which can emphasize the gathering place. Therefore, I 
have the parti of “Room”. Due to the idea, I create a chessboard and have some 
square spaces, and I design different types of reading space and put them into 
those square spaces. Each reading unity is independent, at the same time, it 
connects with public place, so people can walk through the site and find their 
interesting spaces for reading. According to the framework, then I set the library, 
parking lot and detention pond on the site and make them fit to the idea. Without 
the detention, the basin provides playing facilities for children and running road 
for neighbors. The parking lot uses permeated bricks, so stormwater can through 
the surface and be collected.

SITE

LAYOUT 0' 10' 20' 50' 100'
N

PARTI - ROOM

Library

Parking Lot

Detention
Basin

Story Plaza

Main
Entrance

Enclosed garden

Open garden

Ramp

Climbing

Inlet/Outlet

Parking Lot

Story Plaza

112space

22 acre foot 

-24' 5"

-12'  1/4"

Library
27255.5 square ft.

Detention 
Basin

Net

Wood Slope

1 1

2

2

Slope

Handicap 
Ramp

Handicap 
Ramp

UNITIES

PROCESS

Timila ShresthaCARAVAN EAST: a multi purpose site design LA 508 Spring 2016 Timila Shrestha

Bridge with sitting at the surrounding

Parking

Entry

Buffer zone

Shading for 
Parking

Interaction Plaza Library PlazaEntry 
and axis

Market 
Stalls Bus Station

Terrace

Trash collecting 
place

Cantilever Deck

Ramp(1:10)

Site Plan
Scale: 1’’-30’

Jiangchen Zhu
Landscape Architecture

Timila Shrestha
Landscape Architecture
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INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT STORY PLAZA featuring 
fruit trees and perforated steel shade structures

Food truck parking with power hook-ups for 
community events and festivals

Multi-use parking stalls with shade structures 
function as market stalls during events

A gradually sloping lawn functions as a community 
green space as well seating for concerts

An elevated boardwalk connects the LIBRARY to a 
grove of cottonwood trees thriving in the basin

A community walking loop circumnavigates the 
basin and its mix of trees, materials, and views

The Central Ave bus stop lies on the central axis 
and privileges bus riders arriving at the site

AMAFCA detention basin inlet/outlet structure

Emergency overflow spillway located in a native 
prairie ecosystem nestled into the swale

Concrete ramp into detention basin for AMAFCA 
maintenance trucks (1:10 slope)

Basketball court (1 of 3)

Overflow parking for LIBRARY and other events but 
two basketball courts during idle times (2 of 3)

Ponderosa pine grove with native under story

Formal sycamore allée frames the pedestrian 
central axis upon the former Grove st

Permeable surface parking court

N

1” = 30’

LEGEND

AAA

BBB

CCC

DDD

EEE

FFF

GGG

HHH

III

JJJ

KKK

LLL

MMM

NNN

OOO

PPP

Primary parking lot covered by PV panels. Lot can serve 
as market space

Arcade terrace pergola covers

Dallas st. stormdrain
 diversion pipe and debris filter

Broad tree-lined sidewalks feather 
into the open space

‘Fugitive water’ diverted from the 
Central storm drain to irrigate shade trees

Recreation courtyard at bottom of detention basin

Informal  Amphitheater seat-walls

Curb cuts alleviate local flooding on Chico Rd. NE 
On-street parking fulfills remaining parking demands

Stone fruits on north-side terrace
 to delay flowering

Columnar cisterns form screen-wall for western end of 
building

Entry vestibules on both north and south sides connect 
to single-point-of-service

Trombe walls on southern face are made of compressed 
earth from site excavation

Ramp can serve as overflow parking

Pull-out Bus stop serves rapid transit and local route

Signalized pedestrian crossings of Central Ave.

Movable bollards give access to ramp

All access ramps are <5% grade

‘A’ - looking north

‘B’ - looking east

Extent of potential inundation

Local flooding alleviated to diversion pipe

Brian Griffi th
Landscape Architecture

Philip Taccetta
Landscape Architecture
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CARAVAN EAST: a multi purpose site design          LA 508 Spring 2016                 mo convery

plan plan 

sections

adult collection and reading room

quiet
room

computer area

multipurpose
room

children’s collection

staff 
area

children’s activity
roomroom

maker’s space and lounge

section a section a : view to the east: view to the east

materials 

flagstone rubber tires rubber mulch grey rock mulch   shrub layer steel grassland

section b : view to the east

section a  

section b 

illuminated benches

tire climbing wall
slides

play landforms area

seating steps

water inlet/outlet
AMAFACA facilities and AMAFACA facilities and 
pedestrian path

turf lawn 

grassland layer

shrubland layer

steel edged terrace 

original caravan east signoriginal caravan east sign

ART bus stop

bus drop-off/ food truck lanebus drop-off/ food truck lanebus drop-off/ food truck lane
movable bollardsmovable bollards

community garden plotscommunity garden plots

service entranceservice entrance

makers/childrens patiomakers/childrens patio

central plazacentral plaza

reading patioreading patio

library main entrancelibrary main entrance

steel path edgingsteel path edging

central avenue

san pedro street

charleston street

chico road

1 “ : 30 ‘

Mackenzie Greene-Powell
Landscape Architecture

Mo Convery
Landscape Architecture
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Rodolfo Mariscal
Landscape Architecture

LA 508 Ted WeberSpring 2016
Story Garden, Library, and 

Stormwater Detention FacilityMUNDiCUENTi
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TOOL

LOCAL BUS
DROP-OFF
LOCAL BUS
DROP-OFF

CUENTi MUNDi is a world of stories. 
Its community library is organized with 
contemporary media access alongside 
spaces facilitating opportunities to do it 
oneself. Adjacent is a public open space 
developed with the mechanisms and 
structures of narrative in mind. Drawing upon 
structured repetitions of features designed 
to bring awareness through perception and 
association, the space affords movement 
and play within the deeply contoured 
basins developed for enhanced stormwater 

detention capacity in the flood-prone 
neighborhood.

Together the programs creatively 
engage a distinctive space with welcoming 
gestures to neighborhood residents needing 
assistance with projects and repairs, students 
young and old seeking communities of 
learning, and nearby La Mesa Elementary 
and Community Center programs needing 
additional space and programs to-facilitate 
their youth development goals.
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Site Approximates

Caravan East
DC

Library
Albuquerque, N.M. University of New Mexico, Masters of Landscape Architecture
Studio DPAC . Alf Simon
Alonzo L. Twitty

I propose to re-design the Caravan site; changed in total
from the existing parking lot to a library space that has an
exterior program which follows: a detention pond, plaza,
story garden and parking lot. I envision this 5 acre lot mainly 
as an area for a detention pond; thats artistically composed
with interactive scenic pathways, over �ow �lters, accented
stone walls, nesting �lter view stones, Islamic water stream, a
view deck and relief sub ponds. The plaza and story 
garden space will be proportionally separated on the site to
to enhance the spatial experience. Di�erent garden types will
incorporate the concept of nesting for a more collaborative site, 
that educates the community and changes the physical state of 
feeling through landscape types like a Chinese stroll garden. 
The library will be nested by having  an inner shell as glass that’s covered by a metal facade. 
This will allow light to pertrude into the building, resembling water. This design in total will
add character to the area and reconnect the International district to the world surrounding it.

The International District Connection

O.

P.

Q.

Site Aerial (Macro)

Site Aerial (Micro)

Un�ltered Storm Water In Filtered Storm Water Out

Over�ow Storm Water
             Filters

Accent Light
Stone Wall

Service Road

Relief Drain
Maximum Water
Level

Project Proposal

Section AA

Process work

Legend
A. Detention pond 
B. Nesting Rock Vista Story Garden
C. View Deck
D. Scenic Bridge
E. Japanese Dry Story Garden
F. Chinese Stroll Story Garden
G. Plaza Space 1
H. Plaza Space 2
I. View pod 1
J. View pod 2
K. Indoor/Outdoor  Garden (Transition
     Space.)
L. Library
M. Service Dock
N. Parking
O. Service Road
P.  Scenic Pathway
Q.  Islamic Quiet Stream

Scale = 1:30Site plan

Project Concept
A

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.L.
M.

Nesting -  The idea of di�erent cultures being all in one neighborhood
by: agency, �nancial status or family ties, can be viewed as cultural nesting to
one place or environment. In creating a site where this concept will not only exist 
but allow for the diversities of the di�erent cultures to pour into each other by social
interaction. The broad materials of world cultural studies that the library will provide 
along with the world wide web will be accessible to the public. 

Library      25,000 sq ft
Detention Pond Max Capacity      18 acre ft
Parking Capacity      110 spaces  35,000 sq ft
Plaza and Story Garden      14,000 sq ft 
Total Site      217,800 sq ft   (5 acres)

Final Design

Section cut Line AA

Alonzo Twitty
Landscape Architecture

Siqian Rong
Landscape Architecture
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CARAVAN EAST: a multi-purpose site design LA 508 Spring 2016 Cynthia Jacobs

1” = 30’
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PUBLIC LIBRARY
The new Albuquerque public library location will 
be 25,000 square feet of flexible, durable and open 
space. The new location will provide programs and 
open courtyards for the community.

BUILDING FACADE PRECEDENT

STORY GARDEN PLAZA
The plaza will serve as a civic amenity to the library, 
the neighborhood, and the larger community for 
outdoor events such as farmer’s markets and pop-
up venues. The garden will be a space that the 
community can tell its own stories, through small 
gardens, vignettes, memorials, gatherings, art, etc.

OPEN SPACE PARK
This 25 foot deep detention basin will supply 
the International District with much needed 
open green space for relaxation, recreation and 
entertainment. It will also serve as a secondary 
pond to relieve the Dallas drain during major 
flood events.

1” = 30’

1” = 30’

SECTION AA: North-facing view

SECTION BB: East-facing view

Parking Lot

Removable Panels for Art

Access Ramp for Servicing 
the catchment

Drain Inlet/Outlet and 
Connection to Dallas Drain

Stairs to access pond/park 
and flex as seating

Retaining wall and 
pedestrian walkway
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Chico Rd. NEChico Rd. NEChico Rd. NEChico Rd. NE

Stairs to access pond/park 

Central Ave./Rt. 66
Central Ave./Rt. 66

Optical Glass House
Hiroshi Nakamura & NAP
Completion : 2012.10
Principal use : Residence
Site area : 244m2

Total floor area : 385m2

Building site : Hiroshima

Cynthia Jacobs
Landscape Architecture

Vanessa Funston
Architecture
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Cul - ti - vate
Verb.

1. prepare & use (land) for crops or gardening.
 - break up (soil) in preparation for sowing or planting. 
2. try to acquire or develop (a quality, sentiment, or skill). 

 - apply oneself to improving or developing (one’s mind or manners).

“Cultivation to the 
mind is as necessary as 
food to the body.”

Marcus tullius cicero

“Musing takes place in a kind of meadowlands of the imagination, a 
part of the imagination that has not yet been plowed, developed, or 
put to any immediately practical use…time spent there is not work 
time, yet without that time the mind becomes sterile, dull, domesti-
cated. The fight for free space — for wilderness and public space — 
must be accompanied by a fight for free time to spend wandering in 
that space.”

Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust: A History of Walking

Sindhuri Patllola
Architecture

Whitney Phelan
Community + Regional Planning
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Emmanuel Nkuranga 
Community + Regional Planning
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